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As one of the 388 articles of criminal law, “Bribery crime by the influence” 
newly added to article 13th of the 7th Amendment of Criminal Law is brought 
into the scope of legal punishment. This is not only the need of strengthening 
the criminal law network of our county and new type bribery crime punishment, 
also it complies with our commitment to fulfill the obligations of international 
conventions on the inevitable trend. For its abstract provision and general concept, 
this charge causes wide attention and heated discussion in the academic circles 
after it was entered into our county penal code. Divergent opinions form into 
respective genres. Based on nowadays social reality, the thesis carries on the analysis 
from the angle of schools debates and conducts study from perspectives of the 
establishment of charge, legislative background, constitutive elements of crime, 
standard of this crime accomplishment, the demarcation line of this crime and 
the similar charges, legislative defects and the improvement suggestions, in order 
to interpret the article itself and the legislation original behind the specification. 
By analyzing the different academic views, the paper confirms the object of this 
crime is the duty or behavior of the state functionary which can not be bought. 
Judging the type and nature of this “influence”, the thesis ascertains that the 
behavior person takes advantage of the non-power influence.The paper expounds 
and proves the questions about the crime subject identified controversially like “close 
relatives, close persons and state functionary can become main body or 
not”.Besides,analyzing combined with the elements of constitutive requirements of 
crime, this paper also considers the standard of this crime completed is the promise 
and performed duty behavior of the state functionary. By making distinctions between 
the bribery acceptance crime, the accomplice of bribery crime, mediation bribery 
crime and the article 18th influential transaction crime of UN Convention against 
Corruption, the thesis tries to solve the problem of judicial cognizance of this 
crime. From the perspectives of legislative defects,this paper interprets theses 














the same articles,legal terminology blurs and abstract, legislative oversight of 
correlation crime. The author of the paper puts forward improvement suggestion 
with prudent attitude; in the hope of finding a comfortable fit between this crime 
links up existing bribery crime system together and strictly punish bribery crime. 
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